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http://physics.hpa.edu/physics/apenvsci/videos/e2_videos/e2%20transport/5%20Portl
and-sense%20of%20place.m4v

1. Morgan Freeman or Brad Pitt?
2. What is urban sprawl and what technologies enable it?
3. Portland was one main shipyard producing “Liberty Ships” in WWII. What drove

their economy after that?
4. Portland was on the path of suburban sprawl in the 1960's. What happened?
5. What does this have to do with “Food Deserts”?
6. 1973 was a pivotal year there, what happened, driven by which group?
7. What was the initial reason for the mandate, and what was the final result

according to Charlie Hales?
8. Look up Charlie Hales, what was his job after this film (2009).
9. How many years before his tram project was the last urban streetcar project in the

US?
10. Explain an urban growth boundary (UGB).
11. Accessibility vs. mobility is the choice they made, like in Switzerland, as well as

other European cities. What do you see in the video that you might also see in
Europe?

12. What things in the video do you recognize that show a bike friendly city?
13. Who is the first class passenger in Portland, and how does this compare to Los

Angeles or other similar city?
14. What is a “sustainable urban lifestyle”?
15. Cities in Europe have vibrant city centers, and are great cities to walk around. How

is this done in Portland?
16. Explain "trip behavior".
17. How much did property values increase in the Pearl district after the trolley went

in? Why? (note the amount of glass in each trolley).
http://www.explorethepearl.com/

18. Michael Powell of Powell’s books compares buses (“tire-d” transportation) with
permanent tracked transportation-what are the differences according to him?
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19. How did he sell this idea to the property owners there? Was he right?
20. For what reasons would an electric tram or trolley be greener than a fossil fuel car

or even a standard bus?
21. Portland required that every building have street level shops, and limited parking-

why?
22. Why would people want to live along a trolley line? Why is quiet key to this?
23. Where in Europe do they also have aerial trams, and do you notice a trend?
24. How does an aerial tram like at OHSU enable different growth trends?
25. If the annual growth rate there is 4%, what is the doubling time in years?

(Remember the rule of 70)
26. This film was made in 2009, so what year will the population be doubled from

then?
27. What would be different without the tram (parking, traffic, time in car,

development)?
28. The young mom says “we did not want to spend all that time in the car”. What is

she talking about?
29. Explain "lifestyle migrants".
30. What is "gentrification"? Where else have you seen this? (hint: look up the term

"landed gentry") https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gentrification
31. What does the man mean about a "burlap future”?
32. What is the difference between aspiration and acquisition?
33. How does the concept of choice resonate with values in this country? What do you

think?
34. Bring this home: what would you do at HPA to make it more sustainable? What

about Waimea? Hawaii in general? Your home?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gentrification

